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ABSTRACT

Transverse oscillations that do not show significant damping in solar coronal loops are found to be

ubiquitous. Recently, the discovery of high-frequency transverse oscillations in small-scale loops has

been accelerated by the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager onboard Solar Orbiter. We perform a meta-analysis

by considering the oscillation parameters reported in the literature. Motivated by the power law of

the velocity power spectrum of propagating transverse waves detected with CoMP, we consider the

distribution of energy fluxes as a function of oscillation frequencies and the distribution of the number

of oscillations as a function of energy fluxes and energies. These distributions are described as a power

law. We propose that the power law slope (δ = −1.40) of energy fluxes depending on frequencies

could be used for determining whether high-frequency oscillations dominate the total heating (δ < 1)

or not (δ > 1). In addition, we found that the oscillation number distribution depending on energy

fluxes has a power law slope of α = 1.00, being less than 2, which means that oscillations with high

energy fluxes provide the dominant contribution to the total heating. It is shown that, on average,

higher energy fluxes are generated from higher frequency oscillations. The total energy generated by

transverse oscillations ranges from about 1020 to 1025 erg, corresponding to the energies for nanoflare

(1024 − 1027 erg), picoflare (1021 − 1024 erg), and femtoflare (1018 − 1021 erg). The respective slope
results imply that high-frequency oscillations could provide the dominant contribution to total coronal

heating generated by decayless transverse oscillations.

Keywords: Solar coronal heating (1989), Solar oscillations (1515), Solar coronal waves (1995)

1. INTRODUCTION

The coronal heating problem is one of the long-standing astrophysical puzzles (Narain & Ulmschneider 1996; Klim-

chuk 2015). The efforts for solving this have been made based on two mechanisms: magnetic reconnection (DC heating)

and waves (AC heating). Regarding DC heating mechanisms, it has been observed that the relationship between the

number of energy-release events, i.e., solar flares, by magnetic reconnection and the released energy is described as a

power law (Aschwanden et al. 2000). Hudson (1991) first proposed that the power law slope could determine whether

flares with lower energies (mainly considered nanoflare in terms of energy) provide the dominant contribution to the
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total heating generated by flares. Since then, many studies on determining the critical slope have been performed both

observationally (Crosby et al. 1993; Berghmans et al. 1998; Parnell & Jupp 2000; Berghmans 2002; Hannah et al. 2008;

Joulin et al. 2016; Ulyanov et al. 2019; Purkhart & Veronig 2022) and numerically (Bingert & Peter 2013; Kanella

& Gudiksen 2018; Jess et al. 2019). However, no definite conclusions have been reached regarding the slope in DC

heating.

AC heating mechanisms (see Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020, for a recent review) have received more attention since

it was observationally revealed that transverse magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillations in the solar corona are

ubiquitous (Anfinogentov et al. 2015; Morton et al. 2019). Transverse oscillations which appear as repetitive transverse

displacements of the coronal loop axis have been amply observed with EUV imaging instruments (see Nakariakov et al.

2021, for a recent review). Since the commissioning of the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012)

onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012), transverse oscillations that do not show significant

damping and that have an amplitude less than the minor radius of the loop have been observed (Wang et al. 2012;

Nisticò et al. 2013). Such persistent oscillations were also observed in Doppler shift (Tian et al. 2012) and could last

more than 30 oscillation cycles (Zhong et al. 2022a). This type of oscillation is called decayless oscillation, in comparison

to decaying oscillation, which has large amplitudes and rapid damping, excited by an impulsive event (Aschwanden

et al. 1999; Nakariakov et al. 1999; Zimovets & Nakariakov 2015; Goddard et al. 2016; Nechaeva et al. 2019). The

interpretation of observed decayless oscillations as standing modes was suggested by a constant oscillation phase along

the loop axis (Anfinogentov et al. 2013, 2015) and the dependence of the period on the loop length (Anfinogentov et al.

2015). Anfinogentov et al. (2015) found that decayless oscillations in active regions (ARs) having no explosive events

are omnipresent. As an exception, however, there were observations of decayless oscillations that accompany solar

flares (Wang et al. 2012; Nisticò et al. 2013; Shi et al. 2022). Mandal et al. (2021) reported flare-induced decayless

oscillations and presented that the flare did not affect the period of oscillations but was likely acting to amplify them.

Decayless oscillations appeared not only in large-scale loops of a few hundred Mm but also in small-scale loops

shorter than a few tens Mm such as coronal bright points (Gao et al. 2022). The discovery of rapid decayless

oscillations in smaller loop structures, which had not been observed due to the limitations of AIA’s time cadence and

spatial resolution, has been accelerated by the unprecedented high-spatial and high-temporal resolution of the High

Resolution Imager (HRI) of the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI; Rochus et al. 2020) aboard the Solar Orbiter (SolO;

Müller et al. 2020). Petrova et al. (2023) first discovered high-frequency transverse oscillations with periods of 30 s

and 14 s. Zhong et al. (2022b) presented short-period (1-3 min) decayless oscillations simultaneously observed in both

SolO/EUI and SDO/AIA for the first time. As the oscillation results in EUI and AIA are consistent with each other,

it confirmed that the observations of high-frequency oscillations by EUI are robust. The expectation that there would

be more high-frequency decayless oscillations was proved by Li & Long (2023) and Shrivastav et al. (2023). Li & Long

(2023) statistically investigated 111 decayless oscillations with periods shorter than 200 s in an AR and they showed

a strong dependence of periods on loop lengths. Shrivastav et al. (2023) found 42 decayless oscillations with a period

range from about 27 s to 276 s in a quiet region and coronal holes. Unlike in Anfinogentov et al. (2015) and Li & Long

(2023), they found that there was no strong correlation between periods and lengths, which was consistent with the

lack of correlation found by Gao et al. (2022).

The omnipresent propagating transverse waves have also been detected by the Doppler velocities of the Coronal

Multi-channel Polarimeter (CoMP; Tomczyk et al. 2008). Tomczyk et al. (2007) and Tomczyk & McIntosh (2009)

found the power-law relationship in the spectrum of the observed velocity power. It is shown that the power-law

index depends on the observed region, e.g., the AR, quiet Sun, or open field region (Morton et al. 2016), however,

the power-law index is not influenced by the phase of the solar cycle (Morton et al. 2019). Interestingly, all power

spectra showed enhanced power in the frequency region between 3 mHz and 5 mHz (Tomczyk et al. 2007; Tomczyk

& McIntosh 2009; Morton et al. 2016, 2019). This feature proffered the possibility of coronal transverse waves excited

by photospheric p-modes (Jefferies et al. 2006; Cally & Goossens 2008; Riedl et al. 2021; Skirvin et al. 2023).

With the new-generation SolO/EUI HRI, we can now observe faster oscillations in smaller loops than in the pre-

2020 SDO-era but up till now it was not clear if these high-frequency oscillations are statistically significant. This is

important to know as high-resolution, sub-field observations with HRI observations are, in contrast to SDO, sporadic in

nature and require dedicated planning of the HRI pointing and imaging cadence. Motivated by the power law relation

of propagating transverse waves, we investigate the statistical relationships between energy properties and frequencies

of decayless oscillations, including the high-frequency range observed to date. Using our statistical analysis, we propose,

to our knowledge for the first time, that the role of high-frequency oscillations in coronal heating could be determined
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from the power law slope between energy fluxes and oscillation frequencies. It could be considered a counterpart of

similar statistics arguments in the nanoflare heating theory (Hudson 1991). The relationships between the occurrence

number of oscillations and their energy properties are also presented.

2. ENERGY PROPERTY DISTRIBUTIONS

We perform a meta-analysis of decayless oscillations reported in the literature. We only selected decayless oscilla-

tions of coronal loops, where no solar flare greater than C1.0 occurred, from the literature that presented periods,

displacement amplitudes, and loop lengths. The literature with details is summarized in Table 1. We need to note

that among the oscillations we consider, while there are cases where the decayless oscillations were clearly identified as

standing modes, there are cases where the interpretation of whether observed oscillations are standing or propagating

waves still remains open (Gao et al. 2022; Petrova et al. 2023; Shrivastav et al. 2023). In this study, all decayless

oscillations we consider in this study are assumed to be standing modes. Our data samples include 120 oscillations

observed by SDO/AIA 171 Å and 170 oscillations by the SolO/EUI HRI 174 Å. The data consist of 79 oscillations in

the quiet Sun and coronal holes and 211 oscillations in ARs, showing a bias to AR loop oscillations. We assume that

standing decayless oscillations are omnipresent regardless of their periods and where they occur.

Table 1. The decayless transverse oscillations reported in the literature that were considered for the analysis. The first column
shows the reference. The instrument, time cadence, and pixel scale of the observation are mentioned in the second, third, and
fourth columns respectively. The fifth and sixth columns show the number of oscillation events considered in this study and
the region where the oscillating coronal loops are embedded. Note that Duckenfield et al. (2018) found the second harmonic of
decayless oscillation in the solar corona, the first harmonic of decayless oscillation was only considered here. Zhong et al. (2022b)
reported oscillations detected with SDO/AIA and SolO/EUI simultaneously, but we only used oscillation results observed by
EUI. Petrova et al. (2023) presented two possible loop lengths for each oscillation, thus we considered the average value of loop
lengths. Li & Long (2023) reported a total number of 111 decayless oscillations, however, we only consider oscillations with
periods longer than 20 s considering the temporal cadence of 3 s of the observation that they considered. In the case of literature
using multiple observations with different time cadences and pixel scales, the minimum values are listed.

Reference Instrument Cadence (s) Pixel scale (km) # of oscillations Region

Anfinogentov et al. (2013) AIA 12 435 10 Active region

Anfinogentov et al. (2015) AIA 12 435 72 Active region

Duckenfield et al. (2018) AIA 12 435 1 Quiet Sun

Gao et al. (2022) AIA 12 435 31 Quiet Sun

Zhong et al. (2022a) AIA 12 435 6 Quiet Sun & active region

Petrova et al. (2023) EUI 2 200 2 Quiet Sun

Zhong et al. (2022b) EUI 5 306 7 Active region

Mandal et al. (2022) EUI 5 185 15 Active region

Li & Long (2023) EUI 3 135 104 Active region

Shrivastav et al. (2023) EUI 3 119 42 Quiet Sun & coronal hole

For analysing the energy properties of transverse oscillations observed with imaging instruments, we adopt Equation

(11) for the energy (E with the physical unit of J) and Equation (19) for the energy flux (F with the physical unit

of Wm−2) of kink oscillations from Van Doorsselaere et al. (2014). By assuming that the oscillating loops are much

denser than the surroundings and for the kink oscillations the phase speed is equal to the group speed, the equations

represent the lower limit of the total energy and energy flux, which are as follows

E = (πR2L)
1

2
ρ

(
2πA

P

)2

, (1)

F =
1

2
fρ

(
2πA

P

)2 (
2L

P

)
, (2)

where R, L, and ρ are the minor radius, length, and plasma density of the oscillating loop respectively, f is the filling

factor, and A and P are the displacement amplitude and period of the oscillation. The latter are the result of fitting
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the observations with a harmonic function. It has long been argued that coronal loops are composed of bundles of

fine-scale flux tubes (Reale 2014; Magyar & Van Doorsselaere 2016). Since the transverse wave energy is localized to

the flux tubes, one should take fine structuring into account for calculating energy properties. The two Equations and

are only valid for small filling factors up to 10% as described in Van Doorsselaere et al. (2014). Observationally, at a

temperature of about 1 MK which is corresponding to the temperature of AIA 171 Å and HRI 174 Å channels, it was

found that filling factors are around 1.5% for coronal bright points (Dere 2008) and 10% for AR loops (Warren et al.

2008). In order to satisfy the theoretical and observational validities, we chose the upper limit of the filling factor of

10% for all loops considered in this study.

For calculating these two quantities, we use the analysed parameters, A, P , and L, presented in the papers listed in

Table 1. The lengths of the oscillating loops range from a few Mm to a few hundred Mm. In the solar corona, estimating

the density is not trivial (Warren & Brooks 2009; Del Zanna & Mason 2018). We consider density stratification by

assuming that all oscillating loops have the same uniform temperature and gravitational acceleration. The oscillating

loops were observed in channels representing similar temperatures and were not associated with any solar event. The

major radius of coronal loops is much smaller than the radius of the Sun. Thus, the assumptions can be considered

reasonable. For simplicity, we assume that coronal loops have a semi-circle shape and the loop’s plane is perpendicular

to the solar surface. Then the height (h) of the loop apex is equal to the major radius (RL = L/π) of the loop. The

density (ρ) at the loop apex is as follows,

ρ = ρB exp

(
−RL

H

)
, (3)

where ρB = 3.3×10−12 kgm−3 is a plasma density at the footpoints of 1 MK loops (Del Zanna 2003), which is assumed

to be the same for all loops, and H the typical hydrostatic pressure scale height (about 47 Mm) at 1 MK. We assumed

that the average density of the loop is equal to the density (ρ) at the apex of the loop. As a result, the ratio of the

derived average density in the longest loop (about 600 Mm) to that in the smallest loop (about 3 Mm) is around 40.

This ratio is consistent with the density ratio of typical giant arches (100 - 1000 Mm) to typical bright points (1 - 10

Mm) defined in X-ray coronal loops (Reale 2014). Unfortunately, most literature did not include the minor radius of

the oscillating loops. Equations 2 and 2 were obtained by using the long-wavelength limit (Goossens et al. 2013a,b;

Van Doorsselaere et al. 2014). Thus, we assume that the minor radius, R = 0.5 Mm, is the same for all oscillating

loops in order to satisfy the thin flux tube approximation for various loop lengths.

For investigating the relationship between the energy flux and frequency, the logarithm of the energy flux of each

oscillation is considered. Then they have been binned with a constant bin size (ω = 0.1) of oscillation frequencies in

log scale. The estimated total spectral energy flux in each bin, s(ω), is given by

s(ω) =

nωi∑
k=1

Fi, k

ωi+ 1
2
− ωi− 1

2

, (4)

where ωi+ 1
2
= ωi+10ω/2 and ωi− 1

2
= ωi−10ω/2 are the maximum and minimum frequency values of i-th bin respectively.

nωi and Fi, k are the number of oscillations and the energy flux of each oscillation in the i-th bin, respectively. Figure

1 shows the distribution of spectral energy fluxes as a function of oscillation frequencies. The distribution has an

uncertainty according to the standard error for the sum of the number of events, which corresponds the standard

deviation (σFi) of energy fluxes times the square root of the number of oscillations per bin. In order to estimate the

best power law fit (s ∝ ω−δ) of the distribution and its credible interval, we use the Solar Bayesian Analysis Toolkit

(SoBAT; Anfinogentov et al. 2021). The logarithmic uncertainties of each bin are taken into account in the fit. The

fitting was only considered for bins with a number greater than 1 in cases. It is shown that the power-law slope (δ) of

spectral energy flux from transverse oscillations observed by AIA is around δAIA = 0.75+0.56
−0.55 between frequency bins

of about 0.002 and 0.02 Hz. In the case of EUI oscillations with frequencies ranging from about 0.003 to 0.07 Hz, on

the contrary, the slope of spectral energy flux is around δEUI = −1.84+0.38
−0.39. When we consider all observed transverse

oscillations, a general power-law form has a slope of δALL = −1.40+0.33
−0.33 between the frequency of about 0.002 and 0.07

Hz.

Additionally, we consider the occurrence number of oscillations as a function of the energy flux, n(F ) (with the

physical units of W−1 m2), and energy, n(E) (with the physical units of erg−1), respectively, which are similar statistics

in solar flare distributions. The logarithm of the energy flux and energy have been binned with a constant bin size (F
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Figure 1. The distribution, s(ω), of spectral energy fluxes as a function of oscillation frequencies (top panels) and the number
of oscillations for each frequency bin (bottom panels). The vertical bars show an uncertainty σω = σFi

√
nωi). A bin size of

ω = 0.1 has been considered. The best fits of distributions are shown in dashed lines. The fitting was only considered for bins
with a number greater than 1 of cases. Blue, red, and black colors represent observations from AIA, EUI, and both of them,
respectively. The power-law slopes are δAIA = 0.75+0.56

−0.55, δEUI = −1.84+0.38
−0.39, and δALL = −1.40+0.33

−0.33, respectively.

and E = 0.1). The estimated oscillation numbers in each energy flux bin and energy bin are as follows

n(F ) =
nFj

Fj
, (5)

n(E) =
nEl

El
, (6)

where Fj and El are the center energy flux and energy value of j-th and l-th bin respectively, nFj
is the number of

oscillations in an energy flux range Fj − F/2 ≤ F < Fj + F/2, and nEl
is the number of oscillations in an energy

range El − E/2 ≤ E < El + E/2. As a result, the distributions of oscillation numbers as a function of energy fluxes

and energies are shown in Figure 2. Each distribution has uncertainties according to the square root of the number

of each bin (Aschwanden & Parnell 2002). The fitting with power laws (n(F ) ∝ F−αF and n(E) ∝ E−αE ) was only

considered for bins with a number greater than 1 in cases and with taking into account the logarithmic uncertainties. It

is shown that the observed standing transverse oscillations to date have an energy flux ranging from about 0.01 to 1780

Wm−2 and an energy ranging from about 1020 to 1025 erg. This energy range corresponds to femtoflare (1018 − 1021

erg), picoflare (1021 − 1024 erg), and nanoflare (1024 − 1027 erg). We found that the power-law slopes of number

per energy flux distributions are αF,AIA = 0.94+0.12
−0.11 for AIA oscillations, αF,EUI = 1.00+0.06

−0.07 for EUI oscillations,

and αF,ALL = 1.00+0.05
−0.05 for all oscillations, respectively. In the case of number per energy, the power law slopes are

αE,AIA = 0.84+0.09
−0.10 for AIA, αE,EUI = 0.88+0.11

−0.10 for EUI, and αE,ALL = 0.93+0.08
−0.09 for all observations. We found that

the higher energy fluxes and higher energies are generated by higher frequency oscillations on average.
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Figure 2. Top: the top panels show the distribution of oscillation number per energy flux, n(F ), and its power-law fitting
(dashed lines). The fitting was only considered for bins with a non-zero amount of cases. A bin size of F = 0.1 for the energy
flux distribution has been considered. Blue, red, and black colors represent observations from AIA, EUI, and both of them,
respectively. The power law slopes are αF,AIA = 0.94+0.12

−0.11, αF,EUI = 1.00+0.06
−0.07, and αF,ALL = 1.00+0.05

−0.05. The middle and
bottom panels show the number of oscillations and mean oscillation frequencies for each energy flux bin. The vertical bars show
uncertainties σn(F ) =

√
nFj . Bottom: the same as in the top panel, but for energies, n(E), with uncertainties σn(E) =

√
nEl .

A bin size of E = 0.1 for the energy distribution has been considered. The power law slopes are αE,AIA = 0.84+0.09
−0.10, αE,EUI =

0.88+0.11
−0.10, and αE,ALL = 0.93+0.08

−0.09.

3. HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATION HEATING THEORY

If the energy flux is generated by transverse oscillations with frequencies ranging from ωmin to ωmax, then the total

energy flux, Fω (Wm−2), is equal to the integral of oscillation frequencies as follows

Fω =

∫ ωmax

ωmin

s(ω)dω, (7)
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where ω is oscillation frequency (Hz) and s(ω) is spectral energy flux which is the energy flux per frequency

(Wm−2 Hz−1). If s(ω) is described as a form of a power law as follows

s(ω) = s0ω
−δ, (8)

where s0 is a scaling constant and δ is a power-law slope, then,

Fω =

∫ ωmax

ωmin

s0ω
−δdω =

s0
−δ + 1

ω−δ+1

∣∣∣∣ωmax

ωmin

. (9)

Thus, the total energy flux becomes

Fω =
s0

−δ + 1
(ω−δ+1

max − ω−δ+1
min ). (10)

If δ < 1,

Fω ≈ s0
−δ + 1

ω−δ+1
max , (11)

implying that oscillations with the frequency ωmax provide the dominant heating contribution to Fω, whereas if δ > 1,

Fω ≈ s0
δ − 1

ω−δ+1
min , (12)

indicating that oscillations with the frequency ωmin dominate the heating Fω.

Based on this formula, the slope results shown in Figure 1 could be interpreted as follows. If we assume that the total

energy flux from all observed transverse oscillations is Fω,ALL, the slope of δALL = −1.40+0.33
−0.33, which is less than the

critical slope of 1, between frequencies 0.002 and 0.07 Hz suggests that the transverse oscillations with the frequency of

0.07 Hz give the dominant contribution to the total heating Fω,ALL compared to the contribution of oscillations with

the frequency of 0.002 Hz. It implies that higher-frequency transverse oscillations could play a key role in contributing

to total wave-based heating. If limited to the frequency range of the oscillations observed by AIA and EUI respectively,

the slopes of δAIA = 0.75+0.56
−0.55 and δEUI = −1.84+0.38

−0.39 are less than 1, indicating that high-frequency oscillations mainly

contribute to total heating from AIA and EUI oscillations respectively.

If transverse oscillations can generate energy fluxes ranging from Fmin to Fmax, then the total energy flux (Fn) from

transverse oscillations could be equal to the integral of oscillation energy fluxes as follows

Fn =

∫ Fmax

Fmin

n(F )FdF, (13)

where F is the energy flux generated by the oscillation and n(F ) is the number of oscillations per energy flux (W−1 m2).

If n(F ) follows a power law, which is given by

n(F ) = nF0F
−αF , (14)

where nF0 is a scaling constant and αF is a power-law slope, then,

Fn =
nF0

−αF + 2
(F−αF+2

max − F−αF+2
min ). (15)

If αF < 2,

Fn ≈ nF0

−αF + 2
F−αF+2
max , (16)

implying that oscillations with the energy flux of Fmax provide the dominant heating contribution to Fn, whereas if

αF > 2,

Fn ≈ nF0

αF − 2
F−αF+2
min , (17)

suggesting that oscillations with the energy flux of Fmin dominate the heating Fn. This relationship could be applied

to the total energy in the same way.

It is found that all slopes from the occurrence number-energy flux relation and the occurrence number-energy relation

are less than the critical value of 2. Based on the formula, these results could be interpreted that oscillations with
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higher energy flux and oscillations with higher energy provide the relatively dominant contribution to the total heating

Fn and En respectively compared to oscillations with lower energy fluxes and energies. As mentioned above, higher

energy fluxes and energies are generated by higher frequency oscillation as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, both

approaches that the energy flux-frequency relation and occurrence number-energy property relation indicate that high-

frequency oscillations give the most important significant contribution to coronal heating. The interpretation of these

results from the perspective of nanoflare heating theory is consistent with the interpretation of the results from the

slope of energy flux and frequency distribution that is proposed in this study.

Since the total energy flux (Fω and Fn) generated by transverse oscillations depends on the constant term (s0 and

nF0), the slope result does not immediately lead to the conclusion that high-frequency oscillations could be enough to

heat the solar corona. Using the empirical fitting results for all oscillations, s0 ≈ 4.07+14.13
−3.18 ×107 and nF0 ≈ 3.55+0.82

−0.67,

the observed highest frequency (ωmax ≈ 0.07 Hz), and the derived highest energy flux (Fmax ≈ 1780 Wm−2), we

estimate the total energy flux of about 2.87+32.89
−2.64 × 104 Wm−2 from Equation 11 and about 6.32+4.44

−2.60 × 103 Wm−2

from Equation 16 respectively. The total energy flux values estimated from each power law model are comparable to

the sum of the energy fluxes (1.85× 104 Wm−2) of each oscillation. Given the energy losses of roughly 104 Wm−2 in

ARs, 300 Wm−2 in the quiet Sun, and 800 Wm−2 in coronal holes (Withbroe & Noyes 1977; Klimchuk 2006), both

values indicate that the quiet Sun and coronal holes could be sufficiently heated by high frequency standing transverse

oscillation, and these values indicate that these could also be sufficient heating for ARs. It should be kept in mind

that the power law slopes and the estimates of the total energy flux could be influenced by the limited data sample

and the assumptions used in this study.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We performed a statistical analysis of decayless oscillations observed by the SDO/AIA and SolO/EUI in the literature.

The frequency of the oscillations ranges from about 0.002 to 0.07 Hz. The transverse oscillations generated energy

fluxes ranging from about 0.01 to 1780 Wm−2 and energies ranging from about 1020 to 1025 erg. The relationship

between the spectral energy flux and the frequency has a power law with the slope of δAIA = 0.75+0.56
−0.55 for AIA

oscillations, δEUI = −1.84+0.38
−0.39 for EUI oscillations, and δALL = −1.40+0.33

−0.33 for all oscillations. Based on the critical

slope of 1, which we proposed to determine which of low- and high-frequency oscillations contributes predominantly

to heating, it was shown that high-frequency oscillations could provide the dominant contribution to the total heating

generated by decayless oscillations. The distributions of the occurrence number of oscillations as a function of the

energy flux and energy could be also described as the power law with slopes less than 2 for all cases, which means

that oscillations with high energy flux and high energy dominate the total heating from oscillations. It was found that

high-frequency oscillations generate high energy flux and energy. The interpreted result based on the nanoflare heating

theory supported the vital role of high-frequency oscillations revealed from the slope result of the energy flux-frequency

relation proposed in this study.

We assumed the filling factor to be 10% for all oscillating loops when we calculated the energy flux and energy of
each oscillation. Even if the filling factor is considered as 100% the energy fluxes of all oscillations are increased overall,

and the slope result will not change, only the total energy flux value will increase.

It seemed that the power law tendency of AIA and EUI oscillations in spectral energy fluxes depending on frequencies

is opposite, as shown in Figure 1. Since at least five data points are required to measure the oscillation period from

the observation, the observable period by AIA with a temporal cadence of 12 s should be longer than 1 minute. It

is noted that most of the oscillations observed with EUI were from studies focusing on high-frequency oscillations in

small-scale loops that could not be observed with AIA. Thus, the discrepancy between the two tendencies may be due

to the cutoff frequencies of AIA and EUI respectively and this would be resolved if there are more detected oscillations

in the future.

Our results showed that high-frequency transverse oscillations could play a key role in coronal heating compared to

low-frequency oscillations. The total energy flux generated by decayless oscillations was sufficient to heat the quiet

Sun and comparable to the heating requirements of ARs. The number of higher frequency transverse oscillations than

0.07 Hz observed to date is extremely sparse. It could be expected to observe coronal transverse oscillations in the

higher frequency range from missions such as the future high-cadence (i.e., less than 3 s) HRI campaigns of the SolO

and the Multi-slit Solar Explorer with high temporal resolution (down to 0.5 s; De Pontieu et al. 2022).

Morton et al. (2016) estimated the spectra with a frequency range between 0.0002 and 0.02 Hz for energy flux of

propagating transverse waves in ARs, quiet Sun, and open field regions. The estimated slope for open field regions
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that are not considered in the meta-analysis is roughly 1.2, which is larger than the critical slope (δ = 1) indicating

the relatively dominant contribution of lower frequency waves in coronal heating. Note that the slopes of the spectra

for energy flux were not presented in Morton et al. (2016), we estimated the slope ourselves roughly. They also showed

that the slopes of spectra for energy flux varied between different coronal regions. Thus, our slope results obtained

by considering the global coronal region may differ when considering each coronal region separately. More observed

decayless transverse oscillations would allow a discussion in detail of our results, along with results separated by

coronal region, in the near future.
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APPENDIX

A. POWER LAW FITTING

We demonstrate the power law fits of the energy flux-frequency, s(ω), and number-energy properties distributions,

n(F ) and n(E). The distributions are fitted with linear functions in log-log scales using an IDL routine mcmc fit.pro

from the SOBAT1. The likelihood function used for the analysis is Gaussians (Anfinogentov et al. 2021). We use the

normal distribution as the prior for the slope and the specific keyword is as follows: prior normal(-2d, 2d) for all three

distributions. The uniform distribution is considered as the prior for the fitting constant and the specific keywords

are as follows: prior uniform(-10d, 10d) for s(ω), prior uniform(-18d, 18d) for n(F ), and prior uniform(-5d, 5d) for

n(E). The best fitting coefficients and their credible intervals are given by a maximum a posterior probability and

95% credible intervals (Figure 3). The number of samples to generate using Markov Chain Monte Carlo is 100000 and

the number of burn-in samples, which is needed for the sampler to find the high probability region and to optimize

sampling parameters, is 10000.

B. THE INFLUENCE OF BIN SIZE ON THE POWER LAW SLOPE

We investigate the influence of bin size of the distribution on the power law slope results. As shown in Table 2, the

slopes depend on the bin size but the difference is insignificant. Consistent slope results that all δ is less than the

critical slope of 1 and all αF and αE is less than the critical slope of 2 for all bin sizes suggest the robustness of our

results.
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